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WE ARE AT RISK 

We are at risk. It is with these words that the United 

States National Research Council begins its recent report 

Computers at: Risk.! The report goes on: 

" Increas.ing.ly, Amer.ica depends on computers. 
Phey control power deLivery, cORlRlun.icat.ions, 
dv.iat:.ion and f.inanc.ia.l serv.ices. !l'hey are used 
to store vItal .informat:.ion, from med.ica.l records 
to bus.iness p.l ans, to crim.inal records. 
A.lthough we t:rust t:hem" they are vu.lnerab.le - to 
the effects of poor des.ign and insuff.ic.ient 
qua.lJ."f:y contro.i, to acc.ideo!:, and perhaps most 
a.larm.inqly, to deLiberate at:t:ack. Phe modern 
th.ief can stea1 more with a computer than with a 
gun. Tomorrow's terrorist may he able to do more 
damaqe w.ith a keyboard than w.ith a bomb. To 
date we have heen remarkahJy Jucky 
Unfortunately there .is reason to heLieve that 
our Juck w.iJJ soon run out •.• 1/2 

The most difficult problem that faces that most fantastic 

engine of informatics - the hwnan brain - is to see familiar 
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problems in a new light. It is to see the diamond from a

different facet, after which it can never be perceived in the

old way again. So it is in human affairs. We must see the

issues of this conference from the perspective of the wider

concerns in which provision of information security is but

one illustration. The danger of modern existence is that, by

so focusing our attention upon our immediate concerns, we are

blinded to the context in which those concerns exist and to

the deeper problems which they betray. The particular danger

of technology is that it blinkers its specialists so that

they perceive only the dazzling advances of their art and are

impervious to the social fallout which the technology brings

in its train.

Therefore, pause with me at the beginning of this

contribution to consider the context in which the initiatives

of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development

(DECD) in relation to information security must be

evaluated. My thesis is that we are at risk indeed. But the

fundamental risk derives from something far more basic, even,

than the vulnerability of computers and information systems

generally. It derives from the apparent incapacity of the

international conununity and of the representative democratic

process to keep pace with the social implications of

technology.

Consider the great forces which are at work in our

world today. They have been described by various shorthand

expressions. One tension is between global fusion and local

fission. It is between the globalisation which is inspired

by the modern technological revolution and the tribalisation

of humanity which infects the attitudes of individuals and
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to the issues of their political regulation and 

At the one moment in history, therefore, the 

its wizardry of technology pulls in one direction 

the mind of humanity seems to be shrinking and turning 

the narrow focus of ancient enmities and local 

There are exceptions of course. Many busy 

institutions and armies of civil servants 

to the phenomenon of globalism. The United Nations 

itself. The Council of Europe. The European 

.ommun~ties. And their institutions. The Secretariat of the 

Commonwealth of Nations. But there are 

l~l:<.LC;U.Lties both at the international, national and local 

of government and administration. We do no service to 

affairs by ignoring these difficulties. Indeed the 

of modern technology, which is such an engine for 

in our time, requires of us that we should seek out 

institute the global arrangements necessary to respond to 

issues presented by technology and (in so doing) to 

basic human values. 

As mine is a contribution about the intercontinental 

stittltional response to the subject matter of this 

's,'mlPosium, let me start by acknowledging some of the 

:l~lpe!d:Lm·en.ts which stand in the way of a truly effective 

rnational response to the issues of information 

These impediments will be well known to you all. 

are certainly recognised by the Expert Group of the OECD 

I have the honour to chair. They include: 

Whilst the technology of informatics is universal, the 
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institutions for social regulation of problems such as

data security, remain resolutely national or even

local;

Whilst there have been many moves towards international

institutions to serve the global conununity of the 20th

century, such institutions have tended to be weak and

vulnerable to strongly felt national and local

concerns. The economically weak may be noisy in the

institutions of the world. But, when the chips are

down, it is the economically and politically powerful

who will generally make the vital decisions. They will

usually do so by reference to their perceived national

interests. Ultraism is rare. True internationalism is

exceptional. This is understood by all players;

The international institutions engage a parade of

visiting politicians and bureaucrats. They, in turn,

are served by contingents of civil servants striving to

accommodate often conflicting instructions and (not

unreasonably) to assure their own survival. The larger

and more diverse the institution, the more numerous and

contradictory will be the interests to which the

participants give voice. At one recent international

agency (WHO) I was reminded that the average duration

in office of a minister in a developing country is less

than a year. Thus the drama of international agencies

is played out by a huge 'team of constantly changing

actors, of greatly varying capacity and interest,

usually with large egos and, sadly, often with little

real commitment to the substantive international

business which is temporarily in their charge;
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4.

5.

Back home the political leaders must respond to

increasingly pervasive democratic pressures. We hear

much loose talk today of the triumph of democracy over

autocracy in the world. Yet the reality falls sadly

short of these proud boasts. Political leaders are,

all too often, chosen not by the people, or even their

elected representatives, but by powerful vested

interests. They are beholden to those interests which,

in turn, are hapless captives of the necessity to raise

funds for their p.olitical parties. Election campaigns

are waged in terms of grossly superficial slogans.

Image has all too often replaced substance. This is

itself, in part, a product of the information

technology of mass conununications. It is in this way 1

that the "democratic revolution" is increasingly

debased. The kinds of players who are interested in

that particular game are, all too often, uninterested

in the tedious business of dealing with complex

technological, economic and sociological phenomena;

Instead, the political process, both nationally and

internationally, is frequently responsive to passing

fads and fancies, to prejudice and local, parochial

concerns. There are occasions when the world holds its

breath as important issues of principle are asserted

and upheld. Kuwait was an example. But these are

truly exceptional events. For the most part the

political leaders of our nations have little if any

international vision. The very political process which

spawns them domestically usually contracts their minds

to provincial concerns. Not for them the urgencies of
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responding to the global necessities of effective

international data protection law and policy. Much

more likely is it that they will respond to the

passions of old, ethnic and cultural tribalism which is

such a feature of our world today and in which some

votes may be found;

If initiatives can be stimulated in an international

agency, the pace is all too often glacial. In part,

this is an inescapable function of the costs of

bringing together representatives of many nations. In

part, it reflects the wholly proper obligation to

consult the numerous departments, agencies and

interests back home before offering a commitment to any

global approach. In part, it may reflect

canst!tutional obligationa. The history· of this

century was profoundly affected by that requirement of

the United States Constitution which obliges the

President to have the advice and consent of the Senate

to the ratification of treaties;2

There is also the curtain of our many languages and

cultures through which we must deal with each other in

resolving problems which are global in character. I

pass over the obvious fact that words in different

languages may not mean exactly the same thing. Nuances

of meaning, inherent in the different history and

experiences of the many communities of the world,

impact upon the way in which the self-same text may

connote quite different ideas to readers approaching

its common language from the perspective of their

different world experience. The institutions of the
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international community which we share today were

largely conceived and put in place after 1945 by

countries which at least shared the European cultural

tradition. Inevitably, therefore, those institutions

reflect the Judeo-Christian values of the West. It is

probably also fair to say that they are especially

influenced by the value systems of the Anglo-American

powers, victorious in the War and most influential in

the institutional arrangements which followed it. We

may talk of human rights. We may accept a

universal declaration of such rights. We may labour

wi thin the framework of the international agencies

which bear the stamp of the old Anglophone power. But

these universals have not necessarily kept pace with

the changing character of the world's politics and

economics since 1945. In Australia, a much discussed

book, The ConfucJ.'an Rena.issance,3 has

recently pointed to the dichotomy between the character

of our international institutions and the growing power

of the Confucian societies of North Asia. According to

the authors, these countries (including Japan) are

content for the moment to work within the global

institutions. Necessarily, reflecting as they do their

own differing cultural perspectives, they regard some

aspects of the present global institutions as alien.

These are to be tolerated for the moment. But they

will come to explain less and less of the reality of

international arrangements. 4 That reality is

likely, increasingly, to move into the realm of
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informal arrangements which may even run quite contrary

to publicly expressed notions of international

intercourse. It is essential, for occidental members

of the international community striving to find global

solutions to the inter-connected problems presented by

common technology, to acquaint themselves with the

different perspectives which may exist in the cultures

of societies like Japan, which do not necessarily share

all of the assumptions implicit in Western values.

What is true of Confucian societies will also have its

equivalents in the societies of the Islamic. world and

of parts of Africa, Central and Latin America and the

Malay communities and the peoples of the Pacific and

Oceania. The time has arrived when negotiators in

international foro from Western countries must

instruct themselves in the differing values and

approaches of people of different cultural traditions.

Finding common positions on controversial issues in the

world as it really is, requires nothing less; and

Finally there is the impediment familiar to us all.

Once there was talk of two nations: the rich and poor

of any country. That dichotomy still exists. Recent

events may have even exacerbated it. But now it also

finds its reflection bet:ween nations. It presents

itself in a new aspect: the technologically rich and

the technologically poor. We see this between states

and within communities. Relevantly to institutional

r~sponses to common problems, we see it in the

different cultures of the technologist (on the one

hand) and the lawyer/administrator (on the other). Too
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often these groups think in different ways and talk 

past each other, understanding only part of what each 

is saying. The dazzling complexity of modern 

technology leaves many bureaucrats and lawyers bemused, 

even intimidated. There is, occasionally I a sense of 

despair that the subject matter of proposed regulation 

will ever be understood. If understood, the chances 

are that the target will move before the snail-pace 

procedures of regulation are set in train, let alone 

adopted. Whilst talking, consulting and refining are 

the typical techniques of the lawyer and policy-maker, 

the technology bounds ahead. Language chosen to 

respond to one form of technology is soon perceived as 

inadequate (or even inappropriate) when a change in the 

technology renders carefully crafted words inadequate, 

inappropriate or even positively obstructive. 

A CASE OF MELANCHOLY FAILURE 

I have taken these pains to outline the critical 

features of the world we live for they are relevant to the 

,task of developing an international regime to respond to the 

vulnerability of information systems. There will be many in 

audience, and beyond, who will consider the need for 

international regulation (or at least "rules of the road") to 

be so self-evident and urgent as to feel a sharp sense of 

impatience at a lawyer's protest about the difficulties of 

achieving that end. The Japan Information Processing 

Development Center has rightly told us in the programme which 

summons us to Tokyo 5: 

"The deve.lopment: of net:work t:echno.loqy has 
enabled mutual connection of infozmation systems 
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across nat.ional borders, creat.ing a borderless 
soc.iety.in .informat.ion process.ing_ As a result, 
.it .lo"S noW poss.lo"ble to access any part of the 
world .in the same amount of t.ime, a soc.ial 
framework everyone acknowledges to. be very 
eff.ic.ient and conven.ient_ On the other hand, 
the consequences of fa.ilures .in .informat.ion 
systems .increase .lo"n proport.lo"on to the degree of 
network expans.ion_ For th.is reason soc.ial 
stab.lo"l.ity cannot be ma.inta.ined .lo"n an age of 
global .informat.ion unless all countr.ies 
un1formJy adopr rne same JeveJ of m1n1mum 
secur1ry measures. [TJne 1nfJuence of 
secur1ry probJems occurr1nq 1n Jess prorecred 
systems Can now extend even to suff.lo"c.lo"ently 
prorecred sysrems 1f rney are connecred v1a 
nerworks. Th1s means rhar weak parrs need ro be 
elim.inated from the whole~ Today, act.ions taken 
locally can have only l.im.ited effect.iveness .in 
rne f1eJd of .informar~·on sysrem secur1ry. Pie 
have now reached a junct.ion when all countr.ies 
must collaborate .in the study of .informat.ion 
secur1ry 1n rhe qJobaJ age." 

of that I would say amen. It is simple and 

-evident. It is urgent and necessary. Indeed, the 

lishment of an effective international regime on 

of information systems is seriously overdue if one 

into account the enormous expansion of network 

which has already occurred. 6 So what is 

things up? 

have listed some of the main political, institutional 

impediments. We must have these clearly in our 

in order to understand the minefield through which we 

treading. It is an obstacle course, far more complex 

than the labyrinthine processes of achieving policy 

and legal regulation wi thin our own several 

systems. If, therefore, we accept the Challenge of 

s meeting (as I believe we must) we should have the 

to success clearly in our sights. And we should 

from the difficulties which have resulted in the 

achieve international regulation in equivalent 
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where globalisation of technology seems equally to call 

The last two conferences which I have attended, 

the third meeting of the OECD Expert Group on 

(niEo:rm.ation Security, have concerned not security but an 

problem of international regulation: the liability 

carriers for losses occasioned to passengers and 

Soon after the advent of civil aviation, shortly 

the First world War, the government of France set in 

steps designed to achieve an international agreement 

would provide a common global r€!gime on this topic. 

negotiations ensued from 1923 until the Warsaw Convention 

signed in 1929. It was a Convention which was aimed at 

down a uniform system for the recovery of 

The need for such a system was obvious. Most 

would not easily be in a position to prove fault on 

part of an air carrier in the case of loss or accident. 

(or their survivors) would often live in different 

qa,uIll::n.es. In an international activity, an international 

was essential. 

To some extent the Warsaw System has been a success. 

than 160 countries have ratified the Convention. It 

for the recovery of amounts fixed by the Convention, 

proof of fault. The limits on the sum recoverable 

circumvented if wilful recklessness on the part of the 

carrier can be demonstrated. But the basic problem is 

the system, extremely cautious 

failed to keep pace with 

to begin with, has 

inflation and the 

expansion of international civil aviation. The 

Convention fixes a "cap" on recovery expressed in 
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of gold francs. There is some uncertainty as to what 

now discarded unit of value means. But most people 

that the value fixed for death or injury is only about 

So grossly inadequate is this sum in tod~y's 

that seemingly endless efforts have been made to 

revisions which will delete the reference to gold 

and increase the amount of the "cap". One would have 

that this endeavour would have been seen as a 

international necessity. But further 

imTentions and five Protocols later, the international 

, as such, has not been properly reformed. 

Various countries have adopted amendments to the 

The United States' Senate is at this very moment 

idering a proposal of President Bush to ratify two 

Protocols. Under seven successive United States 

starting with President Eisenhower, attempts have 

made to get reforms through the Senate. - The 

,.w,ouauy-block has been the perception that the no-fault 

provided by the international revisions was 

by United States standards. The result has been 

international legal regime which is a "shambles". Some 

lte,r",ational airlines (such as QANTAS and Japan Airlines) 

voluntarily increased their liability. To avoid the 

of the United States withdrawal from the system 

all airlines flying into and out of the United 

must accept the higher level of compensation. People 

private insurance (although few do). If a levy 

on every air ticket were raised, a completely 

international regime could be put in place. But 

more than 40 years, our international system has been 
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about reform. It has failed to achieve what is 

necessary. There is no uniform system. The precise 

of compensation recoverable after an accident is 

Compensation payouts are delayed. There is no 

regime for renewal and updating of the system which is 

Think about Ithese gross inadequacies when next you are 

a crowded airport. Look at the vast hordes of humanity 

about by the wide-bodied jets, to the great benefit of 

and commerce in the world. What a tragedy it is that 

lawyers and regulators so hopelessly fail to keep up with 

leaps of imagination of the scientists and 

So grossly inadequate now is the limit of the 

Convention that people who suffer loss to passengers 

cargo are virtually forced to sue in the courts, seeking 

circumvent the limit by proving wilful recklessness. But 

resul t of this (and of the failure of the international 

to do what is obviously required) is that: 

Fifteen years after the Pam-Am accident in Bali in 1974 

no recovery has been achieved by the families of those 

killed; 

Eight years after the Korean Airlines disaster over the 

Soviet Union, not a penny has been paid to the families 

of United States passengers seeking to break the 

1imitation~ and 

Three years after the Lockerbie disaster in Scotland, 

the families are still waiting. Meanwhile mortgages 

have had to be paid and childrens' college education 

accounted for. 
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who are charged with devising international institutional 

to the problems of information security, should 

from this melancholy tale of failure in an analogous 

where a rapidly expanding new technology presented the 

fni",.rnational community of nation states with an urgent 

find common rules. We should strive to do 

We can do better in the field of data s,ecurity and in a 

we must. Urgent as the provision of a just 

regime for air liability is, the necessity of a 

international regime for security of information 

appears even more urgent. The interactions are even 

pervasive. The ramifications reach even more directly 

the lives of virtually every one of us. You do not have 

to be caught up in the problem, although if you do, 

are. The perils of loss and damage to life and property 

even greater than in air mishaps. We have survived all 

years with a hatch-patch of improvisations in air 

rules. It is unlikely that we will get by for much 

without an appropriate, agreed international regime on 

security of general information networks. 

There is a glimmer of hope. It arises from the 

success of earlier international endeavours to 

guidelines on a related aspect of the social 

of informatics. I refer to the work of the OECD 

Guidelines on privacy.7 I can speak with some 

of that enterprise. Between 1978 and 1980 I 

the Expert Group of the OECD which produced the 

on Privacy. Those Guidelines, in the form of a 
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by the Council of the OECD, was adopted and 

effective in September 1980. The Guidelines have 

useful in the development of laws and policies in 

of OECD countries, including Japan and Australia. 

is important to r~member that the DECO's exercise on 

did not commence in a vacuum. The Un.irrersa1 

of Human R.ights had included, in Article 12, a 

that: 

"No one sha11 be suhjected to arhJ.'trary 
.interference w.lth hois prLvacy _, _ Everyone has 
the r.iqht to the protect.ion of .law aqa.inst such 
.interference or attacks_,,8 

principle was picked by the European Convent.ion on 

R.iqhts and by the Internat.iona.l Covenant on C.iv.i.l 

Po.l.it.ica.l R.iqhts. 9 Wi th the advent of computers, 

presented for privacy or (as it is now 

called) data protection and data security. First, a 

of the Scandinavian countries separately, then the 

Council and later the Council of Europe, produced 

which sought to isolate the basic principles of 

vacy protection in the computer age. The prinCiples 

arne refined. They reflected a largely chronological 

the movement of data through a system. They 

the collection of the data, quality of the data once 

the use of the data, the security applicable to 

data, the rights of the individuals and others affected 

to the data, in part to ensure compliance with 

earlier principles. The Council of Europe developed 

which were open to member countries of the 

Europe. However, useful as the principles 

llected in those conventions were, they tended to be 
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in orientation and to reflect machinery provisions 

not always congenial to a number of states outside 

The choice then faced by the international community 

familiar one: 

would suggest 

fusion or fission. 

the sharpening 

Fusion on the one 

of explicit legal 

within the smaller subgroups of the conununities 

affected, such as the EC. Indeed, directives are 

under consideration which in explicit ways will 

the obligations of member countries of the EC for the 

of privacy. The alternative path was to spread 

basic, minimum principles to a wider world. UNESCO and 

United Nations system generally exhibited interest in 

protection. Although some claimed that privacy was a 

of developed societies, others pointed out that basic 

rights were universal and as important to persons in 

and Asia affected as to those in Europe and North 

However, distracted by other concerns, UNESCO and the 

system were less effective in pursuing this issue than the 

proved to be. It is a body 0 f intercontinental 

It collects the principal developed countries of 

It spans the hemispheres: extending from Europe 

America to Japan, Australia and New Zealand in the 

Reaching consensus wi thin the OECD on the 

issue of privacy protection was a much greater 

than achieving a similar objective within Europe, 

·i ts largely shared traditions and common economic 

Various tensions emerged within the original OECD 
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The Europeans, with fresh memories of the misuse of 

data by the secret police of European dictators were 

more alert to the practical dangers against which 

were needed. The Anglophone countries, led by the 

States, were perhaps more sympathetic to the 

of free expression and the free-flow of ideas. 

economic interests of the Americans reinforced their 

convictions. Their representatives often 

concern that controls for privacy protection were 

disguised e,fforts of some European countries 

to protect local information technology industries 

than human values in privacy. 

these and other differences, agreement 

The Council of the OECD recommended to 

countries that they should take into account in their 

legislation the principles contained in the 

It also recommended that they should endeavour 

creating: 

.in t:,he name of pr.ivacy protect.lon, 
unjust.lf.led obstac.les to transborder f.lows of 
persona.l data. H 

The most influential part of the Guidelines on Privacy 

being "Basic Principles of National Application". 

part which has influenced a great deal of domestic 

and law-making. That is preCisely what the 

Commi ttee and the Council had in mind. To the extent 

different countries went about the regulation of 

data flows in different ways, it was clear that 

regulation would either be totally ineffective, 

""u.u,ient or such that no participant in the data flows 
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possibly comply, at the one time, with the differing 

nrocedluI al and substantive obligations of all regimes 

such flows. 

Such incompatibilities and inconsistencies would be 

k:cmclmjLc ally disruptive and legally confusing. As well, 

existence would diminish the effectiveness of the 

OI:o,;ec tion of rights to privacy. Thus it was the very 

dimension of the technology which necessitated 

preparation of the OEeD Guidelines. Those· Guidelines 

deliberately non-coercive in form. They did not 

a binding treaty, such as the Warsaw -: Convention. 

was that, by getting the basic principles right, we 

lay down a system which, by good example,' would 

the laws and policies of member countries- -of the 

In this way consistent and compatible rules' would be 

which would reduce the inefficiencies' of:-divergent 

app,:o,.cne •• , diminish the confusion and result-in better 

~n.te'rnational and national protection ,of the value of 

In Australia, the OECD Guidelines hav~ been. adopted, at 

level, by the Pr.ivacy Act 1988. That Act applies 

specified information systems under federal· regulation, 

as the Federal Public Service and credit reporting 

Australia was rather slow in acceding to the OECD 

on Privacy because of the consultations with the 

which were thought to be necessary. Under the 

Constitution, the States share certain law-making 

;'r,espons ibilities with respect to privacy concerns. Those 

ultations took some years. The Federal Government's 

effort to implement the Guidelines was linked to a 
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proposal to establish a universal identification card, with

the engaging name of the "Australia Card". Defeat of

that legislation in the Australian Senate actually caused a

Double Dissolution of the Australian Federal Parliament.

When the Government was returned, the legislation was

re-presented. However, subsequently it was abandoned when

huge public protests belatedly developed, about the proposed

universal identifier. It was then that the Government

although mercifully free of the federal complications which

bedevil United States and Australian lawmaking.

According to Professor Horibe, the word "privacy" was

rarely used in Japan, at least before the latter half of the

1950s .11 No precise translation of the concept, from

its development in Anglo-American law and other Western law,

could readily be achieved into the Japanese language.

However, in terms of legal process, the idea gained attention

after 1964 following a novel by Yukio Mishima concerning the

private life of a political candidate. 12 By the 1970s,

calls were being made for effective legal protection. A

Personal Data Protection Bill was introduced into the Diet in

March 1975 by the Opposition. But no legislation was

introduced by the Government and none was enacted. In August

1980, by which time the OECD Guidelines were completed and

awaiting approval by the Council of the OECD, Professor

Horibe wrote a book The Cont:emporary pr.ivacy.13.

That

They

follow

Japan,

Theyare set out in the Australian Pr.ivacy Act:.

very substantially the OECD Guidelines.

A not dissimilar development occurred in

proceeded with the separate privacy legislation.

legislation contained "Information Privacy Principles".
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t he proposed legislation, both nationally and locally in 

, on the model of the OECD Guidelines. He has expressed 

,.view that: 

"Phe recommendat.ion of th.is internat.ional 
orqan.isatfon had qreat impact on the Japanese 
government~ /I 

one of the first countries to subscribe to the DECO 

In .January 1981, the Administrative Management 

set up a study committee. It produced a report in 

That report proposed five fundamental principles 

protection, obviously derived from the OECD 

There was no immediate legislative action at the 

level, although some local governments enacted 

on the model of the report. 14 As in 

.u"t,ca.Ll.a, so in Japan. The national government, beset with 

other problems, took a great deal of time to cons ider 

proposal for privacy legislation. A further study group 

established. In Australia too we have conunittees to 

on the work of earlier committees. Eventually, 

a Bill was produced in April 1988. This was 

by both Houses of the Diet. The Personal Oata 

Act 1988 came into force on 1 October 1989. The 

provided for a further delay in the introduction of the 

,~,c~~~ty for disclosure and correction of personal data. 

During Diet deliberations of the Bill, attention was 

to the neglect of the regulation of privacy in the 

sector. The Government gave a commitment that it 

advance promptly its investigations in that regard. 

In terna tional Trade and Indus try (MITI) in 

1989 issued a document setting out guidance on personal 
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I believe that this is exactly what the DECO Council

The result of the foregoing is a very clear

a common intellectual framework to the policy and lawmakers

Each

MITI adopted

It was to give

Now there are moves to

The course taken is, in

It illustrates what can

- 21 -

Later specific provisions in

Careful national deliberation and

Eventual legislation regulating the

By doing so, it was hoped that cornmon

In the case of Australia, Japan and other countries

data, notably in consumer credit .15

and on the protection of such data in.local government.

is also based on the DECO Guidelines. 1?

Guidelines in Japan as in Australia.

fact, largely the same.

widespread consultation.

policies calling on industry associations to investigate the

implications of Guidelines on privacy in the private sector.

professor Horibe comments that:

demonstration of the "ripple effect" of the DECO Privacy

national public sector.

"!l'lJe JlfI!l'I po1.icy w.i.1.1 p.1ay a very.important ro.1e
• .• because JlfI!l'I .imp.1emented the Report of the
PersonaJ Data protect.ion Sahcomm.ittee .by .issa.ing
c.ircalar not.ices ... and proma.lgatLng the ' RuJe
on the Reg.ister concern.ing the .Measures etc for
the ProtectLon of Computer Processed PersonaJ
Data' Ln the Off.ic.ia.l Gazette on July 7/
.1989. ,,16

In addition to the foregoing I guidelines have been

published in Japan on personal data in financial institutions

relation to credit reference systems.

extend the principles into the information systems of the

private sector but to do 50, at least at first, by guidelines

rather than justiciable, sanctioned legal regulation.

and the Expert Group on Privacy had in mind.

principles would be accepted and inefficient discordancies

of member countries.

avoided.

it is a hope that is being realised.

I
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it is a hope that is being realised. It illustrates what can 
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in the field of information security at the 

international level. But it also illustrates the relatively 

slow pace at which these changes are introduced. 

~ONTEXT FOR THE NEW OECD EXPERT GROUP 

Following the completion of the work on the Privacy 

Guidelines, the DECO's nonnative activities in relation to 

informatics abated. But a major new problem was looming on 

the horizon of policy-making. It was the problem of computer 

related crime. A notable example was the Equity Funding 

case. Directors of an insurance company stored in a computer 

56,000 false life insurance policies with a sales value of 

$30 million. When the accounts were closed, these false 

policies were found to represent two-thirds of the value of 

the company's portfolio. The data from the computer printout 

of the Equity Funding Corporation had simply been accepted by 

lenders dealing with the company. The case illustrates the 

'. faith which citizens and business people blindly place in the 

product of information systems. IS 

In 1981, a survey conducted by the Local Government 

Audit Commission in the United Kingdom showed that 21% of the 

320 firms covered stated that they had been victims of 

computer fraud in the previous five years .19 In Sweden 

all cases of embezzlement between 1981 and 1983 were 

analysed. More than 10% included computer-related 

ernbezzlements. 20 A private study in the United Kingdom 

in 1984 found average losses of £31,000 in the field of 

,computer fraud from manipulation of computers. Like results 

Were found in the Federal Republic of Gerrnany.21 

Under the stimulus of these and other developments, the 



of international and national policy was 

In 1986, the DECO issued an analysis of legal 

on computer related crime. 22 It contained 

for national legislatures. It was specifically 

to the international character of many computer 

offences. It suggested common denominators for the 

that should be taken. 

Similar steps were also under consideration in the 

!:,COIUJIILLssion of the European Communi ties. 23 Eventually 

of Europe's Committee on Crime Problems published 

results of its research. In a report issued in 1990, it 

out what it described as Guidelines for National 

T;."J:Lslatures, being a "minimum list" 24 and an "optional 

of data offences. 25 Most helpfully, the report 

a review of the initiatives of a number of national 

legislatures, including the United Kingdom, the United States 

It also contained an analysis of the particular 

presented by the international aspects of computer 

criminality involving trans frontier activities. The 

concluded: 

"Computer-reJated crim:inal.ity involving a 
transfrontier situat.ion :is .becom.ing increas.:ingly 
imjXJrtant. Because of the nature of computers, 
there .is an .:increas.:ing potent.iaJ for stor:Lng, 
moving, using and man.ipuJat.lng data .by contact 
from .long range, and the a.b:L.l.ity t:o commun.icate 
and to transm.it rapid.ly .large quantities of data 
.bet:ween computer systems over a .long d.ist:ance~ 

The offence may be comm.itted part.ly in one 
jur.isdJ."ctJ."on and partly J."n another, or even 
part:ly in a th.ird one, .initiated from 
practica.l.ly any p.lace in the wor.ld. Obstac.les 
such as distance, border contro.l or necessity of 
physica.l presence are no .longer 
relevant. ,,26 

This report catalogues the new problems presented by 
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of this kind. They include the inadequacy of the 

rritorial principle and the need to achieve 

';;tcr1,-·ten·itorial jurisdiction; 

substantive criminal law; 

the need for harmonisation 

and the problem of "direct 

of information systems. The need for important 

in substantive and procedural law was clearly 

Because the problems identified in these and many other 

were clearly of a global, and not simply a European, 

jharae't •• r, suggestions came to be made concerning the way in 

harmonisation on a wider scale could be achieved beyond 

frontiers of Western Europe. Certain initiatives could 

taken by the Commonwealth Secretariat for member countries 

the history of British rule. But, more relevantly to 

use of informatics in the United States and Japan, a new 

vehicle was necessary. 

At a forum on the vulnerability of international 

information held in Toronto, Canada in February 

a concluding statement _ by the participants urged new 

Wl.t:l.,atl.ves at an internati~nal level. The trigger for a 

found sense of urgency were the many reports of serious 

caused by the manipulation of information systems: 

"Somet.imes w.ith fraudu.lent .intent, somet.imes 
wIthout .z°ntent to secure personal ga.in .but: w.ith 
reck.less .ind.z"fference t:o the consequences of t:he 
conduct: .invo.lved •• 27 

report of the forum recorded the new problem of invasions 

information systems by viruses with arresting names such 

"internet worm", "world peace virus", "the Jerusalem 

the "AIDS Trojan horse", the "Italian bouncing ball 

etc. 28 This new problem and the serious 
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action:

It was in this environment that the Toronto forum called for

for Information, Computer and Communications Policy CICCP) of

Its

I was elected

- 25 -

That Group held its first meeting at OECD

Its secretary is Dr Hans Peter Gassmann.

"A.lready cases of damage t:o J."nnocent: users of
~nformat:10n t:echno.logy syst:ems have been
prosecuted J."n the courts. The IXJss1bi.lity of
s1gnifJ."cant: J."ncreases in such cases must: be
faced square.ly. .Laws, securit:y pract:ices and
J."nvest:J."gat:ive techniques must be J.·mproved t:o
deter wou.1d-be offenders, to detect those who
offend, t:o secure their convictJ."on and
punishment and to provide for fair apportionment
of .liabi.lity for the .losses whJ.·ch occur from
their act:ions and from error in t:he process.
ft'hi.lst actJ."on on the .leve.l of J."ndJ."vidua.l
jurisd.ictJ."ons is proceeding J."n a.l.l of the
count:ries represented at t:he forum, at: dJ.·fferent:
.leve.ls of det:ai.l and dJ."fferent: speeds, and
w}1J.·.lst: some int:ernat:.iona.l cooperat:.ion has been
ach.ie"ed (notab.1y .in UNCI!l'RIAL ••. OECD, the
counci.l of Europe, et:c) t:here is no
J."nt:ernat:iona.l agency with a specJ.·fic mission t:o
examine and adv.ise on t:he ha.z:monisat:ion of .laws
and practices in a.l.l of regions
represented. ,,29

"fBjecause of .its intercont.inent:a.l membersh.ip
and actJ."vit:J."es, J."t:s economJ."c mJ.·ssJ.·on and .it:s
proved track record .in faci.l.it:at:ing
.int:ernatJ."ona.l consensus on princJ."p.les re.latJ.·ng
to J."nformatJ."on t:echnology and t:ranshorder dat:a
flows, t:he aECD seemed t:o some part.icipant:s t:o
be a su.itab.le venue for the furt:her exploration
of 80111e of t:he comput:er offence-relat:ed concerns
of t:his forum."

substantive and practical difficulties of tackling issues of

data security on an international scale led to a call for new

initiatives at the international level:

Chairman.
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The Ministers stressed:

The Ministers reasserted:

[to j he.lp to
econom.z.°c

It may be hoped that they

It is now well advanced in the

That mission was most recently expressed in the

That Council Meeting was attended by the senior

cLose po.l.icy cooperat.Lon
prov.ide a sound g.lobaL
env.z.'ronment:" _32

held in September 1991.

preparation of its Guidelines.

"The need for OECD and non-Jlfemher count:r.ies
a.l.z.'ke t:o formu.lat:e coherent po.l.z.'c.ies .in t:he
f.z."e.lds of econom.z.'cs, env.lronment:, soc.z.'a.l affa.z.'rs
and t:echno.logy that are mut:ua.l.ly re.z.'nforc.z.'nq .z.'n
support of broad.ly hased susta.inab.le
deve.loj:l11ent. ,,31

The initiative of the OECD must be judged in the

principal secretariat officer is Mrs Deborah Hurley. The

Group has had two subsequent meetings, the last of which was

deve.lop and deepen .its work on structura.l

DECO's MISSION IN THE NEW WORLD ECONOMIC ORDER

"The has.ic va.lues shared hy the OECD count:r.z.°es
p.lura.l.z.'st:.ic democracy, respect: for human

r.ight:s and market: or.ient:ed econom.Les. 1/30

ferment,

will be as influential as the DECO Guidelines on Privacy.
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Commun.ique issued by the Council of the DECO on 5 June

Organisation in the current world economic and political

1991.
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.issues dnd, where appropr~at:e .in t:hose 

.issues wh.ich l.ie beyond t:he a.m.b.it: of current 

.internat:.iona.l negot:.iat:.ions, cons.ider the 
feas.ib.i.l.i t:Y,. of e.laborat:.inq operat:.iona.l 
arrangements_ ,,33 

ifically, in the field of technology the Ministers noted 

it would increasingly underpin national economic 

providing a: 

" need for governments better to coord.inate 
and ensure coherence amongst domest.ic pol.ic.ies 
.in t:hese f.ie.lds. "34 

the annex to their statement, the Ministers recognised the 

for increased international friction arising from 

in national policies. They concluded: 

" w.ith a v~ew to reduc.ing d.ivergenc.ies wh.ich· 
cause fr.ict~ons .in these po1.icy areas, .l'.f.in~sters 

ask t:he OEeD, where appropr.iat:e, t:o explore t:he 
need for .improv.ing ex.ist:~ng mult.l.latera.l 
.instruments and whether there .is a need to 
develop add.it.iona.l ' ru.ies of the game' _ ,,35 

work of the Expert Group on Security of Information 

must be understood in this context. The Group 

legitimacy not just from the delegation of the ICCP 

<;omml~ttee which set it up. But also from the overall 

.. trategy of the Ministerial Council of the OECD at a time of 

economic and political change in the' world. 

The OECD is not alone in its endeavours. In the field 

data protection, the Council of the European Conununities 

established a Working party on Data Protection. The 

report of that Working Party concerns a meeting held 

21 June 1991. 36 The Working Party is steering 

an action plan designed to develop an EC strategic 

for the security of information systems. The 
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is to identify user requirements, the needs of 

and service providers and to develop 

dardisation, evaluation and certification and 

and operational advances in the security of 

systems. 37 

complement: 

It is stated that this action 

eV'o.lvLnq European and .lnternat.iona.l 
standardLsatLon actLrLtLes Ln tbLs 
f.ie1d_ ,,38 

of the participants in the EC exercise also take part in 

the DECO Group. That Group is likewise aware of 

activities taken within the Government of the United 

to secure common national standards in that country 

computer and communications security.39 So far, 

within the United States governmental agencies has been 

largely to the protection of national security or to 

one major element of security, viz confidentiality. 

the National Research Council report, referred to above, 

that United States programmes: 

" have p:1.ld .l.itt1e attent.lon to the other two 
major computer securLty requ.lrements, .lntegrLty 
(guard.ing agaLnst .improper data modLf.lcat.ion 
and/or destruct.ion) and araLlabLILty (enab.lLng 
tLme.ly use of systems and tbe data tbey bo.ld." 
These requJ.-rements are .important to government 
system users, and they are partJ."cu1ar1y and 
LncreasLnq1y .important: to users of commercJ."a1 
syst:ems_ . Heeded Ls guLdance that Ls more 
rdde-reacbLng and f.lexLb.le tban tbat offered by 
tbe so-ca.l.led Orange Book pub.lLsbed by tbe 
Hat.iona1 SecurJ."ty .A.qency, and .it: shou.ld he 
guLdance that st.imu.lates the production of more 
robust trustwortby systems at a.l.l .lere.ls of 
production. ,,40 

Accompanying these international, transnational and 

developments have been initiatives of governmental 

a\rencies and academic scholars designed to isolate, in a 
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and practical way, the basic objectives to be 

for security and the means of securing them. 

One of the most important of the practical analyses 

at the recent meeting of the OECD experts was that 

by MITI as its Computer Systems Security Standards. 

standards do not, as such, have legal force. But 

'according to a review of them they: 

" cou.ld serve as a bas.is for procurement of 
I!l' product systems by government organs or 
cooperatJ.·ons_ " 

point made by the analyses of such Japanese standards is 

that measures taken for the security of information systems 

date have largely concentrated on protection against loss 

damage caused by natural disasters and by systems 

structures. The rate of computer-related crime in Japan is 

Perhaps for that reason, security awarenesS of systems 

.managers is described as generally low . The object of the 

. . MITI standards is to improve knowledge, to encourage a proper 

of the issue and to meet new challenges, 

presented by computer viruses. 

The first security standards were laid down by MITI in 

They have been revised in 1984 and again in 1991. As 

as the general standards of MITI, there are particular 

laid down in Japan by the Ministry of Posts and 

'T"lE.c,:nmmuni.caLtjLolls, the National Police Agency, the Ministry 

Autonomy and other bodies. But the MITI standards are of 

greatest general importance. They are organised into 

standards, technical standards and operating 

They are put forward substantially to stimulate 

which will prevent breaches of security. Obviously, 
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is preferable to the ex post provision of

'punishment of offenders or remedies for those who suffer

However, ultimately, the law will have to provide for

criminal and civil redress. As such, it cannot be

~rovided by Guidelines declared nationally, still less

,internationally. In Japan, to deal with the illegal

behaviour which arises from computer-aided offences, criminal

laws were partly revised and enacted from June

Such reforms provide for punishment in the

case of illegal production and destruction of electromagnetic

wilful disruption of a another party's business

lthrough electronic means; and property crimes. Such crimes

are defined to include the illegal acquisition of profit by

·';iproviding false data or illegal commands to a computer to

forged records regarding the acquisition of, or

of, property rights or by providing the described

data for a third party's clerical use. Two proposed

were excluded from this amendment to Japanese law and

for future study. They were:

Illegal acquisition and/or transfer of data processed

and stored by computers; and

Unauthorised use of a computer.

Unfortunately, in its internal deliberations the OECD

a principle of strict confidentiality. Doubtless,

"fhis reflects the bureaucratic mode in vogue at the time of

establishment, the administrative tradition of some of

major European participants or the desire to encourage

'frankness in what is an intensely practical international
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of very great utility. r have capitulated in my

efforts to reform this process, heartened by the

that, at least, the menu du jour displayed in the

elevators is no longer listed as "restricted". There

has been other progress. For example, the present Expert

Group has a much more intensive participation of industry

representatives who supplement and stimulate the

contributions of legal and governmental participants.

For the foregoing reasons I am not authorised to set

in terms, the present state of the draft Guidelines

being prepared by the OECD. When completed, and if adopted

rccp and the Council, the Guidelines will be

r expect that this will occur in 1992.

Meanwhile, it is enough to say that the Guidelines in

present draft follow significantly the format of the

Privacy Guidelines. They are accompanied by a substantial

explanatory memorandum to elaborate their particular

They are preceded by a number of recitals which

elaborate the necessity of an international approach

issue. They include reconunendations that steps be

taken nationally to reflect the principles promulgated in

them and internationally to secure harmonisation of the

applicable rules.

The core information security principles, which lie at

heart of the Guidelines) are surrounded by a list of

applicable definitions and a charter of steps that will be

necessary to implement the Guidelines, according to the legal

administrative cultures of the several countries of the

, if their objectives are to be attained.

The information security principles are grounded, as
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earlier studies on the subject are, upon the need to 

sure that the information system respects the three 

,~de,nt:ified chief components of security. These are: 

A vaL.labL.lLty, ie that the applicable data is 

present, accessible or attainable and immediately 

capable of use for a purpose; 

ConfLdentLa.lLty, ie that the data should not be 

made available or disclosed to persons who are 

unauthorised to have access to such data; and 

IntegrL ty, ie that the data has not been altered 

or destroyed in any unauthorised manner. 

tripartite division of the concept of security in the 

of infonnation systems is very well established in 

Ii terature. 42 More recently, however, a number of 

have suggested that there are, in fact I further 

which must be incorporated into an effective 

nformation security system. A further two criteria 

by one notable expert are said to be: 

Aut:hent:.ic.it:y, ie assuring the genuineness of the 

data; and 

Ut:LJ.it:yr, ie its usefulness once accessed. 43 

endeavours to expand or redefine the essential concepts 

security which lie at the heart of the Guidelines are 

wi thin the DECO Group. This basic work has not 

done elsewhere by any international inter-governmental 

As the work of the DECO is likely to be influential, 

is highly desirable that the core concepts should be got 

from the start. I do not overlook the fact that future 
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cievelopments will certainly expand the understanding of the

-;'.hotions of infonnation security with the passage of time and

development of new technological possibilities.

Four further core "principles" are struggling towards

'acceptance. These are:

The awareness principle: ie that means should be

readily available for those entitled to be informed

about the existence and extent of the measures which

have been put in place for the security of information

systems. This is fundamental so that a person whose

data is stored in the system can elect whether the

security provided for the protection of values such as

. confidentiality and privacy (not to say intellectual

property and other rights) are adequate for that

person's purposes;

The proport.iona.l.ity principle, ie that the

measures for security should be proportionate to the

degree of reliance on the data and the magnitude,

possibility and implications of any breaches of

security. No completely secure system can be devised.

Even the best encryption codes can usually be broken.

The greatest perils are those of human error and

failure. The measures put in place should be

proportional to the needs for security. Such measures

should keep in mind issues such as cost effectiveness.

An undue obsession with security for its own sake

should be avoided;

The free-f.low principle, ie it is essential, in

free societies, to realise that measures for secrecy,

restriction, and security are necessarily in
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competition with the free-flow of information. The

legitimate entitlement of the community and of other

individuals to the benefits of free-flow must be

balanced against the claims of the government,

corporations and individuals to the enforcement of data

security; and

* The accounta.b.l.l.lty principle, ie that there

should be an identifiable person who is responsible for

the enforcement of the applicable security principles

and accountable for derogations from them.

Many other issues are under consideration for inclusion in

the Guidelines. They include:

* The desirability of promoting international

harmonisation of technical, administrative and other

standards;

* The need clearly to allocate risks and liability;

* The need to provide for jurisdictional competence in

multi-jurisdictional cases;

* The need to provide for mutual assistance and

improvement of extradition laws for transborder crimes;

and

* The need to provide penal measures for deliberate or

reckless interference in information systems.

In addition to the consultations within the Group, informal

consultations are taking place within national

administrations and with national experts so that the final

product will be the best that can be produced in the present

state of the technological art and of the perception of the

problems which need to be addressed. I am sure that Japanese
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interests with a genuine concern to contribute to this

process will find ways, through the distinguished Japanese

team in the Expert Group, to reflect both their experience

and their concerns. It is important that this should be

done. The experience with the OECD Privacy Guidelines, both

in Japan and in Australia demonstrates how influential such

international guidelines can be for domestic law and

policy-making.

CONCLUSIONS

There is a need 'for a greater sense of urgency about

the provision of effective measures for the protection of the

security of all information systems, but especially of those

processed, retrieved or transmitted by information

technology. If the security of such systems is only as

strong as their weakest links, it will be insufficient for

each nation merely to embark upon its own national laws and

policies.

Truly, we live in the age of globalisation. It is the

challenge of the coming generation to rescue the intellect

and attitudes of humanity from the narrow parochialism of the

Nothing less will do when the technology which has

from the mind of man presents international problems

urgently demand international solutions.

The OECD has, in the past, provided an important

·contribution to the development of law and policy relevant to

the age of informatics. It is my hope, and expectation, that

the present work of the Expert Group on Information Systems

will enjoy similar success.
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